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Introduction To Sociocultural Anthropology
An Introduction to Sociocultural AnthropologyAdaptations, Structures, MeaningsUniversity Press of Colorado
This easy-reading, yet substantive book provides an introduction to sociocultural anthropology across a broad range of cultures, including
those of todayÕs world. Its simple and engaging style is designed to spark consideration and discussion. The book covers the major issues in
the field while emphasizing the relevance of the subject through up-to-date materials and discussions of events and people in the
contemporary world. It presents the variety of ways in which humans live and provides wide coverage of the cultures humankind within their
appropriate time and space. The third edition of A Little Anthropology has been revised to reflect changes both in anthropology and in the
world. These revisions include an expanded discussion of tourism and two new summary case studies in the chapter on the developing world
among others. A vital resource for any reader or professional who is seeking a contemporary cross-cultural overview.
Why are humans so different from each other and what makes the human species so different from all other living organisms? This
introductory book provides a concise and accessible account of human diversity, of its causes and the ways in which anthropologists go
about trying to make sense of it. Carles Salazar offers students a thoroughly integrated view by bringing together biological and sociocultural
anthropology and including perspectives from evolutionary biology and psychology.
Culture and Health offers an overview of different areas of culture and health, building on foundations of medical anthropology and health
behavior theory. It shows how to address the challenges of cross-cultural medicine through interdisciplinary cultural-ecological models and
personal and institutional developmental approaches to cross-cultural adaptation and competency. The book addresses the perspectives of
clinically applied anthropology, trans-cultural psychiatry and the medical ecology, critical medical anthropology and symbolic paradigms as
frameworks for enhanced comprehension of health and the medical encounter. Includes cultural case studies, applied vignettes, and selfassessments.
'Als je wilt weten wat antropologie is, moet je kijken naar wat antropologen doen,' zo schrijven de auteurs van dit Elementaire Deeltje. In deze
boeiende introductie op dit vakgebied komen dus, naast de belangrijkste principes en methodes, veel voorbeelden aan bod van de
antropoloog aan het werk. Puttend uit hun eigen ervaringen in Indonesië en Midden-Amerika bespreken de auteurs de wijze waarop sociale
en culturele antropologie ons begrip over de menselijke samenleving en cultuur hebben helpen vormen.
Lively, forceful, and impassioned, Unwrapping the Sacred Bundle is a major intervention in debates about the configuration of the discipline of
anthropology. In the essays brought together in this provocative collection, prominent anthropologists consider the effects of and alternatives
to the standard definition of the discipline as a “holistic” study of humanity based on the integration of the four fields of archaeology,
biological anthropology, sociocultural anthropology, and linguistic anthropology. Editors Daniel A. Segal and Sylvia J. Yanagisako provide a
powerful introduction to the volume. Unabashed in their criticism of the four-field structure, they argue that North American anthropology is
tainted by its roots in nineteenth-century social evolutionary thought. The essayists consider the complex state of anthropology, its relation to
other disciplines and the public sphere beyond academia, the significance of the convergence of linguistic and cultural anthropology, and
whether or not anthropology is the best home for archaeology. While the contributors are not in full agreement with one another, they all
critique “official” definitions of anthropology as having a fixed, four-field core. The editors are keenly aware that anthropology is too protean
to be remade along the lines of any master plan, and this volume does not offer one. It does open discussions of anthropology’s institutional
structure to all possible outcomes, including the refashioning of the discipline as it now exists. Contributors. James Clifford, Ian Hodder, Rena
Lederman, Daniel A. Segal, Michael Silverstein, Sylvia J. Yanagisako
First published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Immigration Structures and Immigrant Lives provides a concise, comprehensive, interdisciplinary introduction to United
States immigration and immigrants. The book is presented in two parts. Part I addresses the history, structure, dynamics,
and politics of United States immigration from colonial times to the present. Part II focuses on the lives of immigrants with
separate chapters examining the immigrant struggle simply to live, the challenges and opportunities of work in America,
the different beliefs and commitments that fortify immigrants in their new lives, and the many different ways in which
immigrants come to belong in the United States. The introduction and epilogue bracket the United States experience
within a broader consideration of human mobility and current global migration trends and issues. Tables, case examples,
and a timeline help illuminate both the general shape of immigration and the details of immigrant life. This text is
accompanied by an ancillary package of digital tables and illustrations in order to enhance the learning experience of
both the instructors and students.
Now in its 19th edition, Cultural Anthropology: Appreciating Cultural Diversity is an introduction to sociocultural
anthropology, also covering linguistic and applied anthropology. While presenting cultural anthropology's core concepts
and topics, the text also aims to demonstrate anthropology's relevance to the 21st-century world we inhabit. The subtitle
of the text reflects its goal of instilling a sense of appreciation: (1) of cultural diversity, (2) of cultural anthropology as a
field, and (3) of how an anthropological approach can build on, and help make sense of, the experience that students
bring to the classroom.
The concept of relation holds a privileged place in how anthropologists think and write about the social and cultural lives
they study. In Relations, eminent anthropologist Marilyn Strathern provides a critical account of this key concept and its
usage and significance in the English-speaking world. Exploring relation's changing articulations and meanings over the
past three centuries, Strathern shows how the historical idiosyncrasy of using an epistemological term for kinspersons
(“relatives”) was bound up with evolving ideas about knowledge-making and kin-making. She draws on philosophical
debates about relation—such as Leibniz's reaction to Locke—and what became its definitive place in anthropological
exposition, elucidating the underlying assumptions and conventions of its use. She also calls for scholars in anthropology
and beyond to take up the limitations of Western relational thinking, especially against the background of present
ecological crises and interest in multispecies relations. In weaving together analyses of kin-making and knowledgemaking, Strathern opens up new ways of thinking about the contours of epistemic and relational possibilities while
questioning the limits and potential of ethnographic methods.
Eerst maakte de mens schulden, toen pas maakte hij het geld. In tegenstelling tot wat de wetenschap altijd dacht,
betoogt David Graeber dat schuld al bestond ver voordat geld en munten werden uitgevonden en dat de mens al 5000
jaar gebruikmaakt van uitgebreide kredietsystemen. Sterker nog: schuld en de kwijtschelding daarvan hebben ons
morele besef gevormd - het woord 'schuld' werd al vanaf het begin in zakelijke én in religieuze zin gebruikt. Slavernij,
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geweld, oorlogen en opstanden: ze hangen samen met ideeën over schuld. In dit veelomvattende boek bestudeert
Graeber onze opvattingen over beloftes, krediet en afbetaling, van de vroegste beschavingen tot het moderne
kapitalisme. Hij analyseert helder en buitengewoon leesbaar hoe de wereldeconomie zich heeft ontwikkeld - en werpt
een heel nieuw licht op de huidige economische crisis. Dit boek is nu al een klassieker.
The book offers a fresh look on man, cultures, and societies built on the current advances in the fields of quantum
mechanics, quantum philosophy, and quantum consciousness. The authors have developed an inspiring theoretical
framework transcending the boundaries of particular disciplines in social sciences and the humanities. Quantum
anthropology is a perspective, studying man, culture, and humanity while taking into account the quantum nature of our
reality. This framework redefines current anthropological theory in a new light, and provides an interdisciplinary overlap
reaching to psychology, sociology, and consciousness studies. Contents 1. Introduction: Why Quantum Anthropology? 2.
Empirical and Nonempirical Reality 3. Appearance, Frames, Intra-Acting Agencies, and Observer Effect 4. Emergence of
Man and Culture 5. Fields, Groups, Cultures, and Social Complexity 6. Man as Embodiment 7. Collective Consciousness
and Collective Unconscious in Anthropology 8. Life Trajectories of Man, Cultures and Societies 9. Death and Final
Collapses of Cultures and Societies 10. Language, Collapse of Wave Function, and Deconstruction 11. Myth and
Entanglement 12. Ritual, Observer Effect, and Collective Consciousness 13. Conclusions and Future Directions
Foundations of human learning; Education and the transmission of knowledge; The study of education; Analytic
frameworks for the study of education; Education as a sociocultural system; Education as process; Education and
sociocultural change.
Cultural Anthropology, Fourth Canadian Edition, has been thoroughly updated to reflect the current trends and research
in sociocultural anthropology. Drawing research and ideas from a number of schools of anthropological thought, this text
exposes students to a mix of perspectives and challenges them to think critically about the true complexity and breadth of
human behaviour and the human condition. With its invigorated writing, comprehensive coverage, robust art program,
and relevant and engaging ethnographic examples, this text provides students with a comprehensive introduction to
sociocultural anthropology.
Revised papers originally presented at the Brown University Conference on Anthropological Demography, Nov 3-5, 1994.
This revised textbook provides students with a first exposure to the growing field of medical anthropology. The narrative is guided
by unifying themes. First, medical anthropology is actively engaged in helping to address pressing health problems around the
globe through research, intervention, and policy-related initiatives. Second, illness and disease cannot be fully understood or
effectively addressed by treating them solely as biological in nature; rather, health problems involve complex biosocial processes
and resolving them requires attention to range of factors including systems of belief, structures of social relationship, and
environmental conditions. Third, through an examination of health inequalities on the one hand and environmental degradation
and environment-related illness on the other, the book underlines the need for going beyond cultural or even ecological models of
health toward a comprehensive medical anthropology. The authors show that a medical anthropology that integrates biological,
cultural, and social factors to truly understand the origin of ill health will contribute to more effective and equitable health care
systems.
After the Crisis: Anthropological Thought, Neoliberalism and the Aftermath offers a thought-provoking examination of the state of
contemporary anthropology, identifying key issues that have confronted the discipline in recent years and linking them to
neoliberalism, and suggesting how we might do things differently in the future. The first part of the volume considers how
anthropology has come to resemble, as a result of the rise of postmodern and poststructural approaches in the field, key elements
of neoliberalism and neoclassical economics by rejecting the idea of system in favour of individuals. It also investigates the effect
of the economic crisis on funding and support for higher education and addresses the sense that anthropology has ‘lost its way’,
with uncertainty over the purpose and future of the discipline. The second part of the book explores how the discipline can
overcome its difficulties and place itself on a firmer foundation, suggesting ways that we can productively combine the debates of
the late twentieth century with a renewed sense that people live their lives not as individuals, but as enmeshed in webs of
relationship and obligation.
Via 100 entries or 'mini-chapters,' the SAGE 21st Century Reference Series volumes on Anthropology will highlight the most
important topics, issues, questions, and debates any student obtaining a degree in the field of anthropology ought to have
mastered for effectiveness in the 21st century. The purpose is to provide undergraduate students with an authoritative reference
source that will serve their research needs with more detailed information than encyclopedia entries but not so much jargon, detail
or density as a journal article or a research handbook chapter.
An Introduction to Sociocultural Anthropology exposes students to the cultural detail and personal experiences that lie in the
anthropological record and extends their anthropological understanding to contemporary issues. The book is divided into three
parts that focus on the main themes of the discipline: ecological adaptations, structural arrangements, and interpretive meanings.
Each chapter provides an overview of a particular topic and then presents two case examples that illuminate the range of variation
in traditional and contemporary societies. New case examples include herders’ climate change adaptations in the Arctic,
matrilineal Muslims in Indonesia, Google’s AI winning the Asian game Go, mass migration in China, cross-cultural differences in
the use of social media, and the North American response to the Syrian refugee crisis. Instructors will also have digital access to
all the book’s illustrations for class review. Covering the full range of sociocultural anthropology in a compact approach, this
revised and updated edition of Cultural Anthropology: Adaptations, Structures, Meanings is a holistic, accessible, and socially
relevant guide to the discipline for students at all levels.
Biocultural or biosocial anthropology is a research approach that views biology and culture as dialectically and inextricably
intertwined, explicitly emphasizing the dynamic interaction between humans and their larger social, cultural, and physical
environments. The biocultural approach emerged in anthropology in the 1960s, matured in the 1980s, and is now one of the
dominant paradigms in anthropology, particularly within biological anthropology. This volume gathers contributions from the top
scholars in biocultural anthropology focusing on six of the most influential, productive, and important areas of research within
biocultural anthropology. These are: critical and synthetic approaches within biocultural anthropology; biocultural approaches to
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identity, including race and racism; health, diet, and nutrition; infectious disease from antiquity to the modern era; epidemiologic
transitions and population dynamics; and inequality and violence studies. Focusing on these six major areas of burgeoning
research within biocultural anthropology makes the proposed volume timely, widely applicable and useful to scholars engaging in
biocultural research and students interested in the biocultural approach, and synthetic in its coverage of contemporary scholarship
in biocultural anthropology. Students will be able to grasp the history of the biocultural approach, and how that history continues to
impact scholarship, as well as the scope of current research within the approach, and the foci of biocultural research into the
future. Importantly, contributions in the text follow a consistent format of a discussion of method and theory relative to a particular
aspect of the above six topics, followed by a case study applying the surveyed method and theory. This structure will engage
students by providing real world examples of anthropological issues, and demonstrating how biocultural method and theory can be
used to elucidate and resolve them. Key features include: Contributions which span the breadth of approaches and topics within
biological anthropology from the insights granted through work with ancient human remains to those granted through collaborative
research with contemporary peoples. Comprehensive treatment of diverse topics within biocultural anthropology, from human
variation and adaptability to recent disease pandemics, the embodied effects of race and racism, industrialization and the rise of
allergy and autoimmune diseases, and the sociopolitics of slavery and torture. Contributions and sections united by thematically
cohesive threads. Clear, jargon-free language in a text that is designed to be pedagogically flexible: contributions are written to be
both understandable and engaging to both undergraduate and graduate students. Provision of synthetic theory, method and data
in each contribution. The use of richly contextualized case studies driven by empirical data. Through case-study driven
contributions, each chapter demonstrates how biocultural approaches can be used to better understand and resolve real-world
problems and anthropological issues.
This comprehensive handbook provides an overview and update of the issues, theories, processes, and applications of the social
science of population studies. The volume's 30 chapters cover the full range of conceptual, empirical, disciplinary, and applied
approaches to the study of demographic phenomena. This book is the first effort to assess the entire field since Hauser and
Duncan's 1959 classic, The Study of Population. The chapter authors are among the leading contributors to demographic
scholarship over the past four decades. They represent a variety of disciplines and theoretical perspectives as well as interests in
both basic and applied research.
Inleiding tot de antropologie, het ontstaan van de mens en zijn cultuurvorming.
he Handbook of Sociocultural Anthropology presents a state of the art overview of the subject - its methodologies, current debates,
history and future. It will provide the ultimate source of authoritative, critical descriptions of all the key aspects of the discipline as
well as a consideration of the general state of the discipline at a time when there is notable uncertainty about its foundations,
composition and direction. Divided into five core sections, the Handbook: examines the changing theoretical and analytical
orientations that have led to new ways of carrying out research; presents an analysis of the traditional historical core and how the
discipline has changed since 1980; considers the ethnographic regions where work has had the greatest impact on anthropology
as a whole; outlines the people and institutions that are the context in which the discipline operates, covering topics from research
funding to professional ethics.Bringing together leading international scholars, the Handbook provides a guide to the latest
research in social and cultural anthropology. Presenting a systematic overview - and offering a wide range of examples, insights
and analysis - it will be an invaluable resource for researchers and students in anthropology as well as cultural and social
geography, cultural studies and sociology.
Each number is the catalogue of a specific school or college of the University.
This book provides a critical introduction to theory in cultural anthropology—from the perspective of the philosophy of science. It
imparts the analytical skills needed to assess the often contradictory claims to knowledge and theoretical perspectives
encountered in the study of general anthropology. KEY TOPICS Chapter topics cover science and anthropology: epistemological
questions, evolutionism and the beginnings of anthropology during the nineteenth century, the Diffusionists, historical
particularism, functionalism and modern anthropology, structural-functionalism, French structuralism, ethnoscience and cognitive
anthropology, symbolic anthropology and the interpretation of culture, scientific anthropology, materialist and Marxist anthropology,
postmodern anthropology, and anthropology in the 21st century. For individuals seeking reliable, valid knowledge about
humankind, human behavior, and the evolution and operation of sociocultural systems.
This is the first book that provides detailed guidelines of how to conduct multi-disciplinary research to study people’s behaviors in
different cultures. Readers are encouraged to look beyond disciplinary boundaries to address issues between individuals and their
socio-cultural environments so as to design the most effective studies possible. The core philosophical and theoretical
assumptions that underlie the strategies, designs, and techniques used when researching cultural issues are examined. The book
reviews all the steps that go into doing cultural research from formulating the research problem to selecting the most appropriate
method for data analysis. Realist and interpretivist paradigms together with the theory of cultural models and quantitative,
qualitative, mixed-method, and multiple-design strategies are reviewed. Case studies, ethnographies, and interviewing techniques
are emphasized throughout. Chapters open with learning objectives and end with a conclusion, a glossary, questions, exercises,
and recommended readings. Numerous multidisciplinary examples, tables, and figures demonstrate and synthesize the analysis of
data. Information boxes provide historical notes and how-to boxes provide tips on methodological issues. Highlights include:
-Encourages researchers to breach disciplinary boundaries to address the problems of human functioning in different cultures
(Chs. 1 & 2). -Introduces readers to the theory of cultural models that helps bridge the human mind and socio-cultural realities
(Chs. 2 & 10). -Propagates the realist and interpretivist philosophical paradigms for doing cultural studies and demonstrates how to
use these approaches when studying people in different cultures (Chs. 3 & 4). -Helps readers formulate productive research
questions, articulate concepts, and understand the role theories play in cultural research (Ch. 5 - 6). -Reviews research designs
including case-based and variable-based ones, person-centered ethnography, interviewing, and quantitative studies (Chs. 7 - 10).
-www.routledge.com/9780415820325/ provides instructors with Power Points, additional references and studies, and questions for
discussion and evaluation for each chapter and students with chapter outlines and objectives, key terms and concepts with a
hotlink to the definition, and suggested readings and websites. Part 1 explores disciplinary and theoretical thinking to help readers
connect different disciplines, theories, and philosophical paradigms in a logical way. Part 2 reviews planning research with an
emphasis on defining the research problem. Here readers learn to articulate the purpose of the study and the research questions,
work with related conceptual and theoretical foundations, and identify various research strategies including nomothetic and
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idiographic approaches, variable- and case-based studies, and potential sampling problems. Part 3 reviews the practical aspects
of doing cultural research -- how to use various research designs including experimental, quasi-experimental, correlational studies,
mixed method designs, and ethnographic and qualitative studies. Methodological problems specific to researching cultural issues
such as the equivalence of concepts, the translation of instruments, and verifying measurement invariance are reviewed. Readers
are also introduced to ethnography including practical elements such as language training, formal document requirements, and
issues related to working in an unfamiliar community. The book concludes with the most crucial aspects of conducting ethical
cultural psychological research. Intended for advanced undergraduate or graduate courses that conduct cultural or cross-cultural
research including cross-(cultural) psychology, culture and psychology, or research methods/design courses in psychology,
anthropology, sociology, cultural studies, social work, education, geography, international relations, business, nursing, public
health, and communication, the book also appeals to researchers interested in conducting cross-cultural and cultural studies.
Prerequisites include introductory courses on research methods and cross-cultural/cultural psychology.
Anthropological theory can radically transform our understanding of human experience and offer theologians an introduction to the
interdisciplinary nature between anthropology and Christianity. Both sociocultural anthropology and theology have made
fundamental contributions to our understanding of human experience and the place of humanity in the world. But can these two
disciplines, despite the radical differences that separate them, work together to transform their thinking on these topics? Robbins
argues that they can. To make this point, he draws on key theological discussions of atonement, eschatology, interruption,
passivity, and judgement to rethink important anthropological debates about such topics as ethical life, radical change, the ways
people live in time, agency, gift giving, and the nature of humanity. The result is both a major reconsideration of important aspects
of anthropological theory through theological categories and a series of careful readings of influential theologians such as
Moltmann, Pannenberg, Jüngel, and Dalferth informed by rich ethnographic accounts of the lives of Christians from around the
world. In conclusion, Robbins draws on contemporary discussions of secularism to interrogate the secular foundations of
anthropology and suggests that the differences between anthropology and theology surrounding this topic can provide a
foundation for transformative dialogue between them, rather than being an obstacle to it. Written as a work of interdisciplinary
anthropological theorizing, this book also offers theologians an introduction to some of the most important ground covered by
burgeoning field of the anthropology of Christianity while guiding anthropologists into core areas of theological discussion.
Although theoretically ambitious, the book is clearly argued throughout and written to be accessible to all readers in the social
sciences, theology, and religious studies interested in the place of religion in social life and human experience.
American anthropology in the late twentieth century interrogated and depicted the worldsøof others, past and present, in subtle
and incisive ways while increasingly questioning its own authority to do so. Marxist, symbolic, and structuralist thought shaped the
fieldwork and conclusions of many researchers around the globe. Practicing anthropology blossomed and grew rapidly as a
subdiscipline in its own right. There emerged a keener appreciation of both the history of the discipline and the histories of those
studied. Archaeologists witnessed a resurgence of interest in the concept of culture. The American Anthropologist also made
systematic efforts to represent the field as a whole, with biological anthropology and linguistics particularly adept at crossing
subdiscipline boundaries. Proliferation of specialized areas within sociocultural anthropology encouraged work across the
subdisciplines. The thirty selections in this volume reflect the notable trends and accomplishments in American anthropology
during the closing decades of the millennium. An introduction by Regna Darnell offers a historical background and critical context
that enable readers to better understand the changes and continuity in American anthropology during this time.
Gambling Debt is a game-changing contribution to the discussion of economic crises and neoliberal financial systems and strategies.
Iceland’s 2008 financial collapse was the first case in a series of meltdowns, a warning of danger in the global order. This full-scale
anthropology of financialization and the economic crisis broadly discusses this momentous bubble and burst and places it in theoretical,
anthropological, and global historical context through descriptions of the complex developments leading to it and the larger social and cultural
implications and consequences. Chapters from anthropologists, sociologists, historians, economists, and key local participants focus on the
neoliberal policies—mainly the privatization of banks and fishery resources—that concentrated wealth among a select few, skewed the
distribution of capital in a way that Iceland had never experienced before, and plunged the country into a full-scale economic crisis. Gambling
Debt significantly raises the level of understanding and debate on the issues relevant to financial crises, painting a portrait of the meltdown
from many points of view—from bankers to schoolchildren, from fishers in coastal villages to the urban poor and immigrants, and from artists
to philosophers and other intellectuals. This book is for anyone interested in financial troubles and neoliberal politics as well as students and
scholars of anthropology, sociology, economics, philosophy, political science, business, and ethics. Publication supported in part by the
National Science Foundation.
"If you want to know what anthropology is, look at what anthropologists do," write the authors of Social and Cultural Anthropology: A Very
Short Introduction. This engaging overview of the field combines an accessible account of some of the discipline's guiding principles and
methodology with abundant examples and illustrations of anthropologists at work. Peter Just and John Monaghan begin by discussing
anthropology's most important contributions to modern thought: its investigation of culture as a distinctively human characteristic, its doctrine
of cultural relativism, and its methodology of fieldwork and ethnography. Drawing on examples from their own fieldwork in Indonesia and
Mesoamerica, they examine specific ways in which social and cultural anthropology have advanced our understanding of human society and
culture. Including an assessment of anthropology's present position, and a look forward to its likely future, Social and Cultural Anthropology
will make fascinating reading for anyone curious about this social science. About the Series: Combining authority with wit, accessibility, and
style, Very Short Introductions offer an introduction to some of life's most interesting topics. Written by experts for the newcomer, they
demonstrate the finest contemporary thinking about the central problems and issues in hundreds of key topics, from philosophy to Freud,
quantum theory to Islam.
In what ways did Europeans interact with the diversity of people they encountered on other continents in the context of colonial expansion,
and with the peasant or ethnic ‘Other’ at home? How did anthropologists and ethnologists make sense of the mosaic of people and societies
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, when their disciplines were progressively being established in academia? By assessing the
diversity of European intellectual histories within sociocultural anthropology, this volume aims to sketch its intellectual and institutional portrait.
It will be a useful reading for the students of anthropology, ethnology, history and philosophy of science, research and science policy makers.
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